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Demand Side
Response –
the myths
and realities

The need to
coordinate DSR:
Myths and Reality
As renewable penetration increases, more
flexibility will be needed to securely and
economically operate the energy system.
Demand Side Response (“DSR”) can be
used directly or via aggregators by different
parties: Transmission System Operator (TSO),
Suppliers, or Distribution Network Operator
(DNO), who may have competing needs for
the flexibility that DSR can provide.
The different timeframes over which the
various actors (especially TSO, Suppliers
or DNOs) may use DSR can lead either to
synergies or conflicts in the use of a particular
DSR resource. This could in turn undermine
the ability of a particular DSR resource to
serve multiple parties/purposes and ability of
different DSR users to service their needs.
Pöyry has previously produced ground
breaking analysis of the role of DSR in GB,
firstly for DECC1 examining conflicts between
supply and network driven DSR optimisation
and secondly for Electricity North West/
National Grid2 assessing the effectiveness of
various DSR price signals.
Our latest analysis, presented in this Point
of View, is the result of a study carried out
for UK Power Networks using real trial data
to understand the conflicts and synergies
which may arise in the use of Industrial
and Commercial (I&C) DSR by the TSO,
Suppliers and DNOs to manage their various

requirements. We have used the data to
expose key myths and realities about the use of
DSR. Providers of I&C DSR can include chilling
loads in supermarkets, air conditioning loads in
hotels and manufacturing sites with processes
which can be stopped, reduced or shifted.

Demand Side Response (or “DSR”)
is a reduction and/or shift in demand
achieved by customers.
DSR will be a key source of flexibility in
the future energy system and will be used
by various parties for various purposes.
The regulatory framework for distribution
network operators (DNOs) now
incentivises DNOs to use DSR as part
of their business activities. At the same
time, TSOs and suppliers will seek to use
DSR to meet their own business needs

Myth #1 – Lots of conflicts will occur when
DSR is used by various parties
Reality #1: Conflicts are rare but material
from the DNO’s perspective
Our analysis has shown that the TSO and
Suppliers would both call DSR far more
frequently than the DNOs. The number of
national usage events (by TSO and Suppliers)
typically ranges from 50 to 100 in any one
year for a given DSR resource, compared to
the DNO calling a specific DSR resource, on
average, less than once per year. Synergies
or conflicts only occur (on average) 0.2 times
per year per shared resource of DSR across
all network types with synergies accounting
for 65% of these occurrences. Thus whilst
the TSO’s or supplier’s use of DSR is rarely
affected by DNOs, the DNO faces the
prospect of national DSR calls impacting them
at least 20% of the time they need to use a
specific DSR resource.
Myth #2 – Complex co-optimisation will
be needed in the future to co-ordinate the
multiple uses of DSR resources

FIGURE 1 – IMPACT ON SYNERGIES AND CONFLICTS UNDER CO-ORDINATION OF DISPATCH
(SUBURBAN NETWORK)
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Reality #2: Simple co-ordination of dispatch
of DSR eliminates 60% to 85% of all
conflicts
Suppliers and the TSO can use DSR (in
general) regardless of location. However,
DNOs need to use DSR at specific locations
on their networks to manage local constraints.
Therefore, where a specific DSR provider is
used, for example, to meet a national issue,
conflicts with the DNO’s local need for that
specific DSR provider can arise.
Our modelling has shown that simple coordination of dispatch of DSR eliminates
60% to 85% of the conflicts and reduces the
impact of many of the remaining conflicts.
Figure 1 shows the significant difference
in number of conflicts between a world
with coordinated dispatch of DSR versus
uncoordinated dispatch on a suburban
network.
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Myth #3 – DNOs will only use DSR during
winter or summer periods depending on type
of demand supplied; and supplier use of
DSR will be low.

FIGURE 2 – EXAMPLE OF POTENTIAL LOCAL VERSUS NATIONAL USE OF DSR IN 2023
Local vs National DSR use
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Reality #3: It is not that simple – DNOs will
need to use DSR albeit infrequently at times
all year round; and suppliers will use DSR a
lot throughout the year.
At present, suppliers do not use DSR to
manage their wholesale costs. However, in
the future, suppliers may use Time-of-Use
tariffs to hedge their wholesale risks.
Whilst, from a DNO perspective “summer
peaking” locations (e.g. Central London
where commercial premises air conditioning
dominates) only require DSR in the summer,
the requirements for DSR on winter peaking
network substations (e.g. suburban areas
where domestic heating/lighting demand
dominates) extend into the spring and
summer months by 2023 as penetration of
renewables and flexible demand increases,
(see Figure 2).
Supplier usage of DSR is concentrated in
the winter when peak prices are at their
highest, extending into spring and autumn
as intermittent generation becomes more
prevalent. Therefore, the use of DSR by
suppliers is most likely to conflict with the use
of DSR by the DNO at locations which have
winter peak demands.
The TSO uses DSR (and other flexible
capacity) to manage the operation of the
system throughout the year. The use of DSR
by the TSO (~2000 MW) will conflict with the
use of DSR by the DNO on all network types.
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Figure 2 shows the use of DSR on the
suburban and super-urban networks in
London as well as supplier and TSO use of
DSR in 2023.
Myth #4 – Availability prices offered by
DNOs will need to be very high to attract
customers
Reality #4: Availability prices only need to
be more attractive than those available from
the TSO to provide an incentive for parties to
contract with the DNO
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So what are the key conclusions from our
analysis for Distribution Companies?
Conflicts in the use of a particular DSR
resource by various parties can be minimised
through coordination of dispatch. The burden
of responsibility in determining an appropriate
framework to facilitate the use of DSR in the
future lies with the DNOs as they are the most
impacted by conflicts.

Our analysis shows the complexity of
understanding the impact of DSR use in
a multiple stakeholder environment. With
Our analysis has shown that:
its combination of sector expertise and
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www.poyry.com
Pöyry is an international consulting and engineering company. We serve
clients globally across the energy and industrial sectors and locally in
our core markets. We deliver strategic advisory and engineering
services, underpinned by strong project implementation capability and
expertise. Our focus sectors are power generation, transmission &
distribution, forest industry, chemicals & biorefining, mining & metals,
transportation and water. Pöyry has an extensive local office network
employing about 6,000 experts.

About the
Pöyry Point of
View
Staying on top of your game means keeping up with the
latest thinking, trends and developments. We know
that this can sometimes be tough as the pace of change
continues...
At Pöyry, we encourage our global network of experts to
actively contribute to the debate - generating fresh insight
and challenging the status quo. The Pöyry Point of View is
our practical, accessible and issues-based approach to
sharing our latest thinking.
We invite you to take a look – please let us know your
thoughts.
Disclaimer
Pöyry reserves all rights to this publication. No part of this
publication may be reproduced or used in any form without the prior
written consent of Pöyry. This publication is partly based on
information that is not within Pöyry’s control. Pöyry does not make
any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this
publication. Pöyry expressly disclaims any and all liability arising out
of or relating to the use of this publication.
This publication may contain projections which are based on
assumptions subjected to uncertainties and contingencies.
Because of the subjective judgments and inherent uncertainties of
projections, and because events frequently do not occur as
expected, there can be no assurance that the projections contained
herein will be realized and actual results may be different from
projected results. Hence the projections supplied are not to be
regarded as firm predictions of the future, but rather as illustrations
of what might happen.
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